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Preface

We designed The Language of Composition: Reading • Writing • Rhetoric 
to be the first college-level textbook intended for upper-level high school 

English courses, in particular the Advanced Placement* English Language and 
Composition course. Its goal is to help high school students read, analyze, and write 
with the same level of skill and sophistication of thought as they would in a first-
year composition course in college. The Language of Composition offers a diverse 
collection of more than 150 college-level selections —  including nonfiction, fic-
tion, poetry, and visual texts —  that are both interesting and suitable for a high 
school audience; practical advice on rhetoric, argument, reading, and writing; 
and special attention to synthesis and visual analysis skills in keeping with the 
content of the AP English Language and Composition course and exam.

The Language of Composition is the product of years of experience and collabo-
ration. The three of us met through workshops where we were learning how to 
incorporate the theory and practice of rhetoric into high school curricula. The con-
versation that began in summer workshops extended to years of discussions about 
what worked with eleventh- and twelfth-graders and how to prepare students to 
succeed in or place out of first-year composition. The more we taught our students 
and worked with teachers, the more we came to appreciate the interrelationship 
among the three main components of this book: rhetoric, reading, and writing.

Sometimes we get lucky and life gives us second chances —  as it has with The 
Language of Composition. Because of the excitement of teachers and students who 
have been using the book and the insights they have so generously shared, we learned 
what was working well, what needed more work, and what work was yet to be done. 

What’s New in the Opening Chapters?

A Chapter on Argument At conferences, at workshops, and in reviews, we heard 
many teachers asking for more information on argument —  how to help students 

*AP and Advanced Placement Program are registered trademarks of the College Entrance Exam-
ination Board, which was not involved in the publication of and does not endorse this product.
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analyze arguments as well as write their own. Chapter 3, “Analyzing Arguments: 
From Reading to Writing,” introduces the essential elements of argument —  such 
as claims, evidence, fallacies, and arrangement —  in an approachable and practi-
cal way. In this chapter, we take students through the process of constructing an 
argument on a topic of their own choice —  from exploring ideas to crafting an 
arguable claim to developing evidence and structuring the overall essay. 

Activity-Driven Opening Chapters The opening chapters now give students 
many more opportunities to practice individual skills with brief, approachable 
texts. We believe that students learn by doing; we also acknowledge that teachers 
need more opportunities to scaffold and differentiate instruction in a challenging 
course such as AP English Language. In addition, each of the opening chapters 
concludes with a culminating activity on a series of brief texts and visual texts 
that allows students to demonstrate what they’ve learned in their work with single 
texts. This is yet another layer of scaffolding designed to help students of all levels 
reach proficiency. 

Chapter Glossaries The glossary of stylistic terms in Chapter 2 of the first edi-
tion was so popular with teachers and students as a handy reference, vocabulary 
list, and chapter summary that we decided to include similar glossaries in other 
opening chapters. Now Chapter 1 includes a brief Glossary of Rhetorical Terms, 
and Chapter 3 includes a brief Glossary of Argument Terms and Fallacies.

What’s New in the Thematic Chapters?

Let’s start with what’s not new: the Central and Classic Essays that anchor the 
book. While we wanted this new edition to be much more than a cosmetic update, 
we recognized the importance of maintaining continuity in the core texts. So, 
while a few essays have moved and some new ones are enjoying the spotlight, 
every Central and Classic Essay from the first edition has been retained in this 
edition.

New Authors, Fresh Perspectives This edition includes more than 80 new 
pieces of nonfiction, and we think that is very exciting. Voices new to this edition 
include classic writers such as Benjamin Franklin, Walt Whitman, and Andrew 
Carnegie, along with a host of influential contemporary thinkers, commentators, 
and humorists: Wendell Berry, Firoozeh Dumas, Jonathan Safran Foer, Thomas 
Friedman, Malcolm Gladwell, Chuck Klosterman, Michael Lewis, Dinaw 
Mengestu, Michael Pollan, Marjane Satrapi, Eric Schlosser, David Sedaris, Brent 
Staples, David Foster Wallace, Sarah Vowell, and Fareed Zakaria. 

Two New Chapters In this edition, we have shifted the focus of two chapters. 
The chapter on Work has become a chapter on The Economy. Particularly timely, 
this chapter focuses on personal and social issues surrounding the economy, as 
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opposed to technical or political matters. The chapter on Nature has evolved into 
a chapter on The Environment. This shift in focus recognizes that the AP Lan-
guage course is moving away from lyrical essays and nature writing and toward 
issue-driven arguments. 

New Conversation Topics To keep the book up-to-date and to give you fresh 
material for class, we have changed many of the topics of conversation in this 
edition. Paying College Athletes, for instance, and Sustainable Eating are topics at 
the forefront of our national conversation; they are issues that students can 
become quickly well-versed in without specialized or technical knowledge. In 
the Language chapter, the Conversation on American Politics and the English 
Language is a natural extension of Orwell’s essay, and a topic that goes to the 
heart of the AP Language course’s civic purpose. In the Popular Culture chap-
ter, the Conversation on Exporting American Pop Culture shows that pop culture 
is about more than frothy celebrity gossip; it is a serious cultural and political 
force. 

New Making Connections Questions In this edition, we’ve added Making 
Connections questions to the Conversations to help students compare and con-
trast the various arguments in the Conversations, a key intermediary step in 
moving from analysis toward synthesis. 

More Visual Texts So much of the information our students access is visual, 
and with that comes an increasing need for visual literacy. This edition includes 
even more visual texts than the last —  at least three per chapter, and many more 
in the opening chapters. From advertisements, to political cartoons, to fine art, to 
magazine covers, the visual texts in this edition pack a powerful rhetorical punch. 

New Color Insert It is hard to truly analyze a visual text if you cannot talk 
about color. This is why, in the new edition, we have included a 24-page color 
insert that reproduces every piece of color art in the book. 

What Features Haven’t Changed?

Opening Chapters on Key AP Language Skills In the four opening chapters of 
The Language of Composition, we introduce students to the principles and lan-
guage of rhetoric and argument that they will use throughout the book.

• Chapter 1, “An Introduction to Rhetoric: Using the ‘Available Means,’” pro-
vides instruction in key rhetorical concepts, including the rhetorical situa-
tion, appeals, visual rhetoric, and more.

• Chapter 2, “Close Reading: The Art and Craft of Analysis,” guides students 
through the close analysis of diction and syntax with an emphasis on their 
rhetorical effects.
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• Chapter 3, “Analyzing Arguments: From Reading to Writing,” helps stu-
dents master the essential elements of argument and put them to use in 
their own writing. 

• Chapter 4, “Synthesizing Sources: Entering the Conversation,” introduces 
students to the use of sources to develop and enhance their own viewpoints. 

Thematic Chapters with Essential Questions The thematic organization, 
focused by essential questions, encourages students to explore the complexities of 
a single issue and synthesize the different viewpoints represented. We chose the 
nine chapter themes —  Education, Community, The Economy, Gender, Sports, 
Language, Popular Culture, The Environment, and Politics —  because they are 
ones that students will find interesting and relevant and that teachers can easily 
supplement with literary works or with materials from current events. 

Diverse and Engaging Readings We selected readings for The Language of 
Composition that exemplify excellent writing. Whether a text is narrative, exposi-
tory, or argumentative, we believe that students benefit from reading and analyz-
ing exceptional rhetoric from contemporary and classic authors. We also selected 
readings that are important and relevant to students because we believe that 
interesting, provocative topics promote active, critical reading.

Each thematic chapter is anchored by a Central Essay and a Classic Essay:

• The Central Essays are rich rhetorical and stylistic models, ideally suited to 
the AP English Language course, such as Martin Luther King Jr.’s “Letter 
from Birmingham Jail,” Stephen Jay Gould’s “Women’s Brains,” and Jamaica 
Kincaid’s “On Seeing England for the First Time.”

• The Classic Essays are canonical works written between the eighteenth cen-
tury and the early twentieth century, giving students experience analyzing 
writing styles from different periods. Among the classic essays are Ralph 
Waldo Emerson’s “Education,” Virginia Woolf ’s “Professions for Women,” 
Mark Twain’s “Corn-Pone Opinions,” and Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest 
 Proposal.”

Knowing how important visuals have become as rhetorical texts in college 
study and in our society as a whole, we feature visual texts in every chapter. 
Among these are political cartoons, photographs, advertisements, tables or 
graphs, and paintings. We approach these visual texts, as we do the written ones, 
rhetorically, encouraging students to read them closely and ask questions about 
the ways artists and designers achieve their purposes.

In-Depth Questions and Writing Prompts In The Language of Composition, 
we have worked to enable students to read with a writer’s eye —  that is, to see how 
they can use the techniques of professional and published writers in their own 
writing. Thus, we intend the questions that accompany the selections to link read-
ing with writing. Always promoting active reading, the questions guide students 
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from understanding what a text is about to how the content is presented as it is 
and why —  the rhetorical strategies. Most readings in the book are followed by 
Exploring the Text questions, which are a mixture of questions that prompt for 
discussion and those that ask for a close analysis of rhetoric and style. 

For the Central and Classic Essays, the questions are more extensive and 
grouped into more discrete categories: 

• Questions for Discussion probe content and connections and support 
students’ careful reading to help them to comprehend ideas, understand 
cultural and historical context, and make connections to compelling con-
temporary issues or influences.

• Questions on Rhetoric and Style address the how and why of a text by 
examining the choices the writer makes and the effect those choices have. 
On the micro level, these questions address such features as diction and 
syntax; on the macro level, they consider a text’s patterns of organization. 
While Questions for Discussion are generally open-ended, Questions on 
Rhetoric and Style are close reading inquiries requiring precise answers 
similar to analytical essay or multiple-choice responses.

• Suggestions for Writing guide students toward written responses that 
extend the conversation from the reading and suggest ways that students 
might practice some of the strategies that the writer uses. 

Conversations Because students’ ability to synthesize multiple sources is a pri-
mary concern of college composition courses —  as well as a skill that must be 
demonstrated on the AP Language exam —  the Conversation section in each 
chapter provides source material and guiding questions to help students use the 
words and ideas of others to support their own arguments. After synthesizing the 
written and visual texts provided, students are ready to develop their own voices 
and positions. 

Student Writing The Student Writing sections use high-quality papers by high 
school students and college freshmen to model the types of writing essential to 
success in the AP English Language course and in college. They range from timed 
writings to longer out-of-class assignments, from rhetorical analyses to essays 
that incorporate sources in support of an argument. These essays demonstrate 
the students’ skill and creativity, yet they are all in-process, and the accompanying 
questions encourage revision and expansion, not mere editing or proofreading. 
We have found that such student work is more accessible than the work of profes-
sionals and often provokes suggestions and comments that students would be 
reluctant to make about a published author’s work or even a peer’s work if he or 
she is sitting at the next desk.

Grammar as Rhetoric and Style These sections use examples from the chap-
ter’s readings to reinforce students’ understanding of grammar and show how to 
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use grammar and syntax to achieve a rhetorical purpose or stylistic effect. In each 
chapter, we focus on one issue —  such as coordination, parallel structures, or use 
of pronouns —  and explore how what might seem a mechanical point can, in fact, 
be approached rhetorically. Thus, students can see, for instance, how and to what 
effect Martin Luther King Jr. uses parallel structure or how Gay Talese uses pre-
cise, active verbs.

E-Books

The Language of Composition is available in several different electronic formats to 
meet your students’ needs: 

The Language of Composition Bedford e-Book (ISBN 978-1-4576-1833-8)  
Access The Language of Composition from any computer via a Web browser. With 
a robust search engine, navigation tools, easy ways to take and share notes, and 
interactive exercises, Bedford e-Books support focused reading and studying. 
And with fast ways to rearrange chapters, add new custom pages, and embed 
video and audio, Bedford e-Books let teachers build just the right book for their 
course.

The Language of Composition Bedford e-Book to Go (ISBN 978-1-4576-3259-4) 
These downloadable, PDF-style e-books match our print books page for page, 
and they’re ready for your tablet, computer, phone, or e-reader device. Students 
can take these e-books with them wherever they go.

The Language of Composition Partner e-Books Students can also find PDF ver-
sions of The Language of Composition when they shop online at our publishing 
partners’ sites: CourseSmart, Barnes & Noble NOOK Study, Follett CafeScribe, 
Chegg, and Kno.

Ancillaries

Teacher’s Manual for The Language of Composition (ISBN 978-1-4576-1834-5)  
This robust teacher’s manual offers suggested responses to all the questions in the 
book and practical approaches to teaching the full-length essays. A new Introduc-
tion to Teaching AP English Language section covers major teaching issues —  
from designing a curriculum to teaching writing effectively. An expanded test 
preparation section includes multiple-choice questions, essay prompts, and syn-
thesis clusters to prepare students for the AP Language exam. 

The Language of Composition book companion site (bedfordstmartins.com
/languageofcomp) This free resource includes the Language of Composition 
Media Library with links to audio, video, and texts related to the readings in The 
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Language of Composition; online reading comprehension quizzes; and access to 
Re:Writing, a free collection of Bedford/St. Martin’s most popular online materi-
als for writing, grammar, and research, including Exercise Central, the world’s 
largest collection of online interactive grammar exercises.

i•claim visualizing argument i•claim offers a new way to see argument. With 
tutorials, interactive assignments, and more than 70 multimedia arguments (includ-
ing Lou Gehrig’s farewell speech), i•claim brings argument to life.

i•cite visualizing sources i•cite presents a new way to see sources. With its ani-
mated introduction to using sources, concrete tutorials, and practice exercises, 
i•cite helps students understand the hows and whys of working with sources.

To bundle i•claim and i•cite with The Language of Composition for only $5, use: 
ISBN 978-1-4576-4135-0.
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